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Part I:
Key takeaways from the Rare Earth 
Elements’ paper
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Dolf Gielen
Director Innovation and Technology Centre
IRENA

Key takeaways from the Rare Earth Elements paper



IRENA work to date
 IRENA Assembly January 2022 provided a mandate for Agency work on critical materials

 To date:
 Scoping paper – together with ENEL Foundation – October 2021
 Technical paper critical materials – November 2021
 Deep dive lithium – February 2022
 Chapter World Energy Transitions Outlook 2022 – March 2022
 Nickel editorial
 Editorials on critical materials in energy-post and smart-energy

 In preparation:
 Deep dive sustainable critical materials supply in Africa – together with World Bank

 This webinar:
 Deep dive rare earth elements

 Goal: Enhance Members understanding of critical materials
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https://www.irena.org/newsroom/expertinsights/2021/Nov/Materials-shortage-will-not-stop-the-energy-transition
https://www.irena.org/Technical-Papers/Critical-Materials-For-The-Energy-Transition-Lithium
https://www.irena.org/Technical-Papers/Critical-Materials-For-The-Energy-Transition-Lithium
https://irena.org/publications/2022/Mar/World-Energy-Transitions-Outlook-2022
https://www.miningreview.com/battery-metals/rising-nickel-prices-will-not-halt-the-energy-transition/
https://energypost.eu/critical-minerals-and-materials-supply-bottlenecks-and-risks-need-international-cooperation/
https://www.smart-energy.com/renewable-energy/digging-deep-to-fuel-europes-energy-transition/
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Collect data that help  
understand scarcity and 
potential supply shortages 
that may affect the energy 
transition in the coming 
decade Notably related to 
innovation

Notably related to 
Develop and apply 
strategies to de-risk 
supply

Observatory De-risking 
supply

Collaborative Framework & working groups

Notably related to 
innovation

Develop strategies to raise 
acceptance for new 

mining projects

ESG & mining

Aim: develop a set of activities to:
 support a better understanding of the role and market dynamics of critical 

materials to sustain the energy transition, 
 facilitate discussion among the different groups,
 Establish a list of experts across Members and stakeholders, and 
 assist in systematizing and disseminating knowledge.



• REE constitute a group of 17 elements
• That are not rare, but they are hard to separate

 The 40 largest ore exploration projects contain over 3 000 megatonnes (Mt) of inferred 
resources at various grades in over 15 countries

 Only 11 mines in operation and 0.24 Mt production in 2020
• Therefore they were discovered late
• They have funny names

 Light elements are lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, promethium, samarium, 
europium and gadolinium. 

 The heavy elements are terbium, dysprosium, holmium, erbium, thulium, ytterbium and 
lutetium

 Additionally scandium and yttrium 
• About 40 years ago it was discovered they make great permanent magnets

 Only 4 elements have relevance for todays permanent magnets
• These magnets are needed for generators (wind turbines) and motors (EV)

What are we talking about today?
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Permanent magnets

• Largely neodymium-dysprosium based, with some praseodymium and terbium

• About a third of magnet weight is REE

• Dysprosium is added for thermal stability

• Dysprosium is more scarce than neodymium, therefore more likely a bottleneck

• Innovation is aimed at more efficient use or even elimination of dysprosium

• REE free magnets are in an R&D stage

• Permanent free motors & generators exist but they have lower performance
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Rare Earth Demand (2020) – 29% magnets of which around
a third energy transition related – quantities are still small
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REE price trends – rising prices for permanent magnet materials
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REE reserves are plenty and widely distributed
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Todays REE mining is concentrated in China, USA and 
Australia
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Rare Earth Ores – mostly bastnaesite and monazite
Neodymium and dysprosium come from different deposits
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Radioactivity is a problem with some ore types



EV motor needs – a 6-fold growth is foreseen in reference 
scenario, permanent magnets supply must grow accordingly
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Source: Onstad, 2021



Role of wind in the electricity sector in a 1.5oC 
scenario

PV sector in the next three decades
• Annual additions ~ 200 GW (doubling)
• Offshore grows faster than onshore
• Today REE based generators 

concentrated in offshore + China
Consensus among different actors on the direction

Wind ~ 8.6 TW (from 0.8 TW 
in 2020) incl 2 TW offshore



Wind power and REE
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Expansion of wind power 
 impact on supply and demand for some REEs (neodymium, praseodymium and dysprosium)
 REE to raise 11-26 times by 2050, after 2050 recycled metals growing role 

Generators major difference in their REE content (also speed and mass)
• Direct-drive: most use PM, are smaller and use less REE; but high-temperature superconductors 

(in offshore) can reduce REE content resulting in better performance – but more R&D and further 
cost reduction needed

• Gearbox: some assisted by PM medium-speed gearbox – popular in onshore and offshore 
farms, but design less competitive in large plants due to weight and periodic maintenance

• Hybrid-drives: smaller PM  less REE than direct drive

 PM – 75% of offshore wind
 PM - 52% of onshore wind   



Scenarios for wind turbines with PM based generators
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Offshore 75% share 
today, 40-80% in future

Onshore 30% share 
today, 40-70% share in 
future

Source: EU JRC



Demand projections for rare earths

• Simple model for permanent magnet demand: EV sales * kg REE/EV + wind turbines * kg REE/wind turbine + other applications; 
IRENA WETO 1.5 C scenario assumptions EV & wind growth

• 3 kg magnets/EV, 750 kg magnets/MW wind (offshore + growing share for onshore)
• In practice, magnet improvements and product redesign can reduce this demand significantly – this is not widely understood
• REE mining 20% neodymium or 5% dysprosium deposits; Ne and Dy supply become REE mining drivers
• Mining need may quadruple by 2030, grow slower thereafter; EV trends are critical (assumption 70 mln EV sales 2030)
• Lower rate of energy transition reduces mining growth need
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[kt/yr] 2021 2030 2050
Neodymium oxide 39 151 196
Dysprosium oxide 1 4 5
REE mining need for PM 
materials 210 841 1085

REE mining total 240 850 1100



Innovation and R&D into PM to reduce REE dependency
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Innovation: 
- product innovation in shaping future REE demand deserves more attention in decision-

making and policy design

R&D into:
- alternative motor designs – but currently results in lower performance (e.g. reduced driving 

range)
- new PM materials with no or less REE but with adequate performance in applications 

where weight less critical
- new PM processing technologies to reduce dependency on sintered PM 



Ore beneficiation, Bayan Oboo (largest REE mine worldwide)
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Complex REE processing
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Supply structure – risk mitigation requires diversity
• Its mining and processing that must be considered

• Processing (refining) is concentrated in China
• Permanent magnet production is also 

concentrated in China

• Need to dig deep on permanent magnets to 
really understand supply structures, trade statistics 
are not detailed enough

• Radioactivity & technological complexity & scale 
effects have delayed or stopped REE processing 
elsewhere

• Efforts to diversify the supply, processing close to 
mining sites

• Need for environmentally and socially sustainable 
supply structure 22



Thank you 
for your attention!

CFMaterials@irena.org

www.irena.org

www.twitter.com/irena

www.facebook.com/irena.org

www.instagram.com/irenaimages

www.flickr.com/photos/irenaimages

www.youtube.com/user/irenaorg



Part II:
Commentary from reviewers



European Commission
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Michalis Christou 
Senior Expert – Energy, Security and Transport
European Commission  - Joint Research Centre

Overview of JRC work - here

https://joint-research-centre.ec.europa.eu/scientific-activities-z/raw-materials_en


Natural Resources Canada
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Tyler Sommers
Acting Director, 
Industry and Economic Analysis Division 
Natural Resources Canada’s Lands and Minerals Sector

Overview of NRCan work – here

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/our-natural-resources/minerals-mining/critical-minerals/23414


ENEL Foundation
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Silvia Burgos Rodríguez
Senior Researcher
ENEL Foundation

Latest joint ENEL Foundation and IRENA work: 
Materials for the Energy Transition

https://www.enelfoundation.org/all-news/news/2021/11/materials-for-the-energy-transition


Rare Earth Industry Association
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Nabeel A Mancheri
Secretary General
Rare Earth Industry Association (REIA)

Latest work: Establishing EU-Domestic Rare Earth 
Supply Chains for Energy Saving Applications by 
Inclusion in Innovation Fund

https://www.global-reia.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/REIA-Innovation-Fund-Inclusion-of-Rare-Earths-web-final.pdf


Global Wind Energy Council
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Feng Zhao 
Head of Strategy and Market Intelligence 
Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC)

Latest work: GWEC | GLOBAL WIND REPORT 2022

https://gwec.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/GWEC-GLOBAL-WIND-REPORT-2022.pdf


Part III:
Q&A
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Floor open for your questions



Thank you 
for your attention!

CFMaterials@irena.org

www.irena.org

www.twitter.com/irena

www.facebook.com/irena.org
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